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Success Story 

EVA Professional 

“We are shock with Enterprise Europe Network, is not usual that we achieve 

sells from an online platform. We are really gratefull for all the help given by 

the network and we hope to keep collaborating in the future” Gisela Alonso – 

Eva Professional. 

Eva professional is a small family business located in Manresa; specialize in the beauty sector, specifically in 

the professional hair care. They were looking to expand its international sales and contact the General 

Counsel of Chamber of Commerce to get advice in internationalization.  

The EEN advisor introduced to the company the Enterprise Europe Network 

platform and review together the suitable target markets. In the meantime 

the EEN advisor in June 2019 saw a post in the forum “ I am looking for” from 

A Lithuanian colleague that was looking for professional hair care products 

for its local client; a beauty distributor in Lithuania. The EEN partner send 

the contact details of the Catalan company, and the companies got in touch. 

After some conversations, Eva professional invited the Lithuanian company 

to visit their company in Spain. After some negotiation, the two companies 

have achieved a commercial agreement, where Beauty Salon Grožio laumė 

will distribute the EVA professional products in the Lithuanian market. 

Thanks to the direct assistance and active partnering support of CGCC to "Eva professional", this spanish 

company  found a partner in Lithuania; and Beauty Salon Grožio laumė, a new supplier. Both companies 

agreed to set up a commercial relationship in which Eva professional and Beauty Salon Grožio laumė have 

engaged in a distribution partnership agreement. In doing so, the Lithuanian company would include a new 

line of products in its portfolio making it wider and Eva professional will sell to Lithuania.   

In the case of Eva professional, the support of the EEN Network has generally made a positive contribution 

to the company.  The most positive contribution is that the EEN has helped the company to enter into the 

Lithuanian market and it is expected to increment the turnover. Furthermore, EEN has helped the company 

to maintain the actual jobs in the company. 


